
 

World's Greatest Magic: Linking Rings by L&L Publishing -
DVD

Imagine the best magic, the best magicians, and the best producers all in
one place.

Imagine no more...

Linking Rings

If you could have one set of magic DVDs, this would be it! This benchmark
collection features just about all of magic's most enduring and classic effects and
routines. It's a fabulous compendium with many of the top masters in the world of
magic teaching their handlings and routines for some of magic's classics. Linking
rings, sponge balls, metal bending, cups and balls, thumb tips, Zombie, color-
changing knives, and many, many more topics are all gathered in this one terrific
DVD reference set. Each volume covers a specific subject and features new, old,
and sometimes rare footage by some of the top video producers in magic.

In this volume, you'll discover the Linking Rings, one of magic's most enduring
classics. For centuries, magicians have charmed, baffled and amused their
audiences with the mysterious linking and unlinking of solid metal rings and on
this DVD, you'll see some of the most magical routines ever created for this
ancient trick from six modern masters, each with their own take on the Rings.

Watch and learn Jeff McBride's amazing 6-ring stage routine, Aldo Colombini's
charming interlude with three rings and a length of rope, Dan Harlan's comedic
approach complete with audience participation, a classicist interpretation from Al
Schneider, and Dan Fleshman's routine with small rings, perfect for close-up
work. Finally, you'll see Dai Vernon's classic 6-ring routine, the Symphony of the
Rings, performed and taught by the Professor himself, arguably the greatest
Linking Ring routine ever created. 

JEFF MCBRIDE
6 Ring Commando Routine 

ALDO COLOMBINI
3 Ring Routine 
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DAN HARLAN
8 Ring Ringmaster Routine 

AL SCHNEIDER
5 Ring Routine 

DAN FLESHMAN
Close-Up Linking Rings 

DAI VERNON
Symphony of the Rings

Running Time Approximately 1hr 56min
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